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Introduction:
Ø Task: Design a novel boundary discontinuity free rotation detector

based on angle classification.
Ø Challenges:

• Thick prediction layer: From the perspective of Gflops, and Param,
detectors based on CSL have increased by about 82.96% and 45.63%.

• Unfriendliness to small aspect ratio objects: long-side definition method is
not suitable for square-like box and will suffer a special problem.

Ø Our main contributions：
• To improve the robustness especially for objects with small aspect ratio,
we propose Angle Distance and Aspect Ratio Sensitive Weighting
(ADARSW), which further improves accuracy by making our proposed
DCL-based detector sensitive to angular distance and object's aspect
ratio. In contrast, the existing CSL-based detector suffers from its long-
side definition for detecting square-like objects.

• We compare the impact of two classic Densely Coded Labels (DCL) by
introducing them to the angle classification task for potential speedup,
namely Binary Coded Label (BCL) and Gray Coded Label (GCL), which
are more compact than existing CSL. We empirically show that DCL,
especially BCL can lead to notable training speed boost (about three
times) as well as detection accuracy.

• Extensive experiments and visual analysis on different datasets and
detectors prove the efficacy of our techniques.

Ø Codes:
• https://github.com/yangxue0827/RotationDetection
• https://github.com/Thinklab-SJTU/DCL_RetinaNet_Tensorflow

Proposed Approach
Ø Densely Coded Label: Binary Coded Label and Gray Coded Label

are two Densely Coded Label methods commonly used in the field
of electronic communication. Their advantage is that they can
represent a larger range of values with less coding length. Thus,
they can effectively solve the problem of excessively long coding
length in CSL and One-Hot based methods, as shown in Figure 1.

Ø ADARSW: We add a periodic trigonometric function to make the
model sensitive to the distance of the angle and aspect ratio.

Experiments:
Ø Comparison of GFlops and Param over rotation detectors, under the 

same setting and hyperparameters.

Ø Ablation study of four orientation detectors on DOTA test dataset. 5-
mAP means the performance of the five categories listed.

Ø ADARSW on small aspect ratio objects in DOTA.

Ø Comparison of detection results under different angle discretization 
granularities denoted by 𝜔.

Ø More results of classification and regression-based methods.

Ø Detection accuracy on DOTA.

Ø Visualization

Figure 1: Examples of encoding and decoding process of  One-Hot, 
CSL-Gaussian and BCL for angle prediction.
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